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Get creative with this amazingly innovative coloring book, full of beautifully-designed cards and
envelopes to tear out and color.The twenty four beautiful designs include buds, blossoms,
butterflies and more and are perfect for all ages to decorate and send to family and friends. Take
inspiration from nature, or get experimental – try unusual colors and different materials to make
each card truly unique! With enough blank space inside for a message, envelopes to customize
and cute stickers to seal your card – this is the complete creative package!

About the AuthorRebecca Jones is an English illustrator living in Australia. After graduating from
art school in Winchester, she moved to London, where she worked as a textile designer. She
worked there for a few years, until her restlessness had her flying off to Australia in search of
adventure.
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DeRoseBreathe, “Beautiful but Tedious work on the envelopes. This is huge! Amazing book and
beautiful pictures! Perfect thickness too! Just needs to have MUCH BETTER PERFORATED
EDGES AND IN-BETWEEN the pictures. I had to actually cut them out along the thin black line.
If you have access to a cutting board then great. But my hands shake and it was not easy to cut
straight to look professional. I make crafts of of my pictures so it made it very hard. But along the
binding as well, I was very careful as I usually am but shoot, I ripped a few really pretty cards. So
now I can’t use them as cards.The envelopes for are very overwhelming so I will find my own
envelopes at a thrift store or somewhere. Because the outside is great to decorate but the inside
is the entire whole huge paper full of little swirls and flowers and butterflies and I have no time to
do all that in order to mail them out. To bad on the inside there wasn’t a sweet greeting or
scripture with a few flowers to decorate the saying instead. Then just color the flowers and mail!
She is a great artist.”

Lin K, “Wonderful book to make note cards!. I bought this book, because I had bought the other
book The Coloring Book of Cards and Envelopes NATURE at WalMart and just loved it. The
book comes with 24 cards and 24 pages to make into envelopes and 24 stickers. Each of the
cards has the main/front design, then a small design in the inside for you to write your message,
and then on the back, a small design with "colored by" for you to put your name and date. The
envelopes have a corresponding design for the outside and then the inside is a repeat
design.You have to look closely when folding the envelopes, because the fold lines are very faint
and they are on the outside of the envelope. They require more postage then a normal card if
you are going to mail it.As far as coloring, the paper is a little thick. I have used pencils and gels.
I'm not quite sure if I would want to try any type of markers, as there might be some bleed
through.The designs are varied with some of them having some intricate detail which will require
a fine point. If you love butterflies and flowers, and like to make things to give people, this will
book will not disappoint.”

Coke, “Coloring project. I like coloring and sending personalized cards. I colored a card and
matching envelope for my best friends birthday. I added a personal note and she loved it ! I was
happy when she told me it is gong into her Save file rather than the trash file . The paper is heavy
so the gel pens do not bleed . The Envelope was easy to assemble. But due to its shape it
required extra postage .  I will definitely order another set, maybe Christmas theme for next year .”

denise couser, “great designs. many designs are more detailed than others. great designs .
many designs are more detailed than others. I use raffine colored marco pencils which worked
well in small spaces. for even smaller spaces I used staedtler triplus fineliners. for the
envelopes, I had a few suggestions, which worked well for me. to fold the envelopes, I used an
envelope scoring board. the score lines on the pages alone are pretty much non existent. for



the inside of the envelopes, I used Black Wool Rainbow Colored Pencils by Stubby Pencil
Studio. in one pencil there are multiple colors. I find that lightly coloring with a blunt point made a
nice pastel type effect. they cost $13.95 for 6 on amazon. I kept two and gave away the other
four to fellow colorists. washi tape looked cute on the envelopes. I have not received any
compensation for my opinions with these products. I mail most of my cards but tying the
envelope with ribbon or other fibers would be cute.”

Cesinger, “Nice Cards. I really like these greeting cards and so do the recipients. Both the
envelope and card have attractive designs to color. However, I only used about 16 of the cards
because the others had designs I didn't care for or are more detailed than I like. This is still such
a great buy. This artist uses a fun, whimsical style and I really like her Nature and Christmas
Books (also on Amazon), The paper is fine but will not work with alcohol ink like Prisma and
Copic paint pens. Pencils and fine tip pens for tiny details look best. Gel pens and felt markers
work well too but don't look quite as nice as pencils.”

GAMMY, “Super cute!. Super cute flowers and butterflies. I used chalk/pastel pencils and cotton
swabs to blend the colors. Added a tiny bit of white glitter glue as an accent. The card stock is
decent...but need to use a eraser for chalk residue & smudges. Used a paper trimmer to trim the
envelopes and separate the cards. Envelopes match but will need to sort thru them to find the
one with the same flowers & butterflies.  Lots of uses for these sweet cards!”

S. Back, “Great way to share your art. I am in love with this book! I always wanted a way to share
my colorings with my friends and this is perfect. The paper is thick with a great tooth for holding
the color from my colored pencils, doesn’t bleed through with my watercolor pens and is easy to
remove cleanly if you just fold the page back and forth a few times. I love that is also has
matching envelopes and seals to go with every card.  Good job!”

jdorak, “Perfect personalised cards.. Absolutely love it. My 8 yr old daughter finds it a little
challenging to colour the slightly complex designs; but she still loves it and has also completed
for an anniversary and sick relation. Being blank inside, the cards are multi-functional and can
be used for different occasions.The colouring gives it a very personal touch to each and every
card which makes it all the more special.One of the best purchases I have made in Amazon”

Lois, “Gift for mom. Gave these colouring books to my mom. She loves them! So nice to receive
cards from her that are truly a work of art.”

Daniele, “Assolutamente divertente per ogni età. di quello comprato per noi che quelli regalati
sono piacuti un sacco. Sia i bambini più piccoli, pasticciando, sia i più grandi hanno apprezzato.”

Jay, “Four Stars. Beautiful cards inside and out, love coloring them and sending them out!!!”



S. S., “Great quality. Great patterns to colour. Good quality paper stock. Definitely recommend.”

The book by Alison Inches has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 524 people have provided feedback.
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